
 

                                              Worksheet II for class X , mathematics 

Q1 Determine the length of an altitude of an equilateral triangle of side 2𝑎 cm. 

a) a√3         b) 2a√3              c) a√3/2                d)  a√3/4 

Q2 The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 6m more than the twice of the 
shortest side. If the third side is 2m less than the hypotenuse , then the side 
of the triangle is, 

a) 10,24,26      b) 5,10,15          c) 3,4,5          d) 10,12,14  
Q3 Find the length of the second diagonal of a rhombus whose side is 5 cm 

and one of the diagonals  is 6 cm. 

a) 4        b)  8       c)  6         d)     10 

Q4 In the figure, AB is parallel to CD. If 𝑂𝐴 = 3𝑥 − 19, 𝑂𝐵 = 𝑥 − 4,  𝑂𝐶 = 𝑥 − 3 and OD = 4, determine x.  

a) 4        b) 8       c) 6          d) 10      
 

                                                       
Q5 The perimeters of two similar triangles are 30 cm and 20 cm respectively. 

If one side of the first triangle is 12 cm, find the corresponding side of the 
second triangle. 

a) 4        b) 8       c) 6          d) 10      
Q6 If ∆ 𝐷𝐸𝐹~∆ 𝐴𝐵𝐶, 𝐷𝐸: 𝐴𝐵 = 2: 3 and 𝑎𝑟 (𝐷𝐸𝐹) is equal to 44 square units, 

then 𝑎𝑟 (𝐴𝐵𝐶) in square units is: 

a) 66             b) 88              c) 99                       d)  110 

Q7 In figure, P and Q are points on the sides AB and AC respectively of ∆ 𝐴𝐵𝐶 
such that 𝐴𝑃 = 3.5 𝑐𝑚, 𝑃𝐵 = 7 𝑐𝑚, 𝐴𝑄 = 3 𝑐𝑚 and 𝑄𝐶 = 6 𝑐𝑚. If 𝑃𝑄 =4.5 𝑐𝑚, find BC. 

a)13.5      b) 26        c) 18.5        d) 7 

                                                      
Q8 If √3 sin 𝜃 − cos 𝜃 = 0 and 0° < 𝜃 < 90°, find the value of 𝜃. 



a) 30°         b) 60°               c) 90°                 d) 45° 

Q9 
If tan 𝐴 = 𝑏𝑎, where a and b are real numbers, find the value of sin2 𝐴. 

a)  b2/(√𝑎 + 𝑏)  b)   a/(a2 + b2)  c) b2/(a2 + b2)   d) b/(a2 - b2)   

Q10 Without using trigonometric table, find the value of the following: tan 7° . tan 23° . tan 60° . tan 67° tan 83°. 
a)3               b)  4                 c)  1                   d) √3 

Q11 If 𝑥 = 3 sec2 𝜃 − 1, 𝑦 = tan2 𝜃 − 2, then 𝑥 − 3𝑦 is equal to  

a)4              b)  8                  c)  6                   d)     10 

Q12 
Evaluate: 

sec2 54° − cot2 36°cosec2 57° − tan2 33° + 2 sin2 38° sec2 52° − sin2 45°. 

a)1.5                   b)2.5                c) 4.5                         d) 11 

Q13 In the given figure, 𝐴𝐷 = 4 𝑐𝑚, 𝐵𝐷 = 3𝑐𝑚 and 𝐶𝐵 = 12 𝑐𝑚, find cot 𝜃. 

                                        
a)5/12           b) ¼          c)   12/7          d)12/5 

Q14 
If sec 𝐴 = 157  and 𝐴 + 𝐵 = 90°, find the value of cosec 𝐵. 

a)15/17             b)15/3                    c)  15/7                 d)  25/7 

Q15 If sin 𝜃 = cos 𝜃, then value of 𝜃 is: 

a)3                       b)2            c)1                 d)0 

Q16 sin(60° + 𝜃) − cos(30° − 𝜃) is equal to 
a) 3                 b) 6                   c) 9                     d) 0 

Q17 
Evaluate:                        

tan 45°cosec 30° + sec 60°cot 45° − 5 sin 90°2 cos 0° . 

a)0                    b) 1                    c)2                 d)3 

Q18 A tower is 50 m high. Its shadow is x m shorter when sun’s altitude is 45° 
than when it is 30°, find x correct to the nearest metres. 

a)36.6                b) 38.5                   c) 29.5                     d) 45 

Q19 The angle of elevation of the top of a vertical tower from a point on the 
ground is 60°. From another point 10 m vertically above the first, its angle 
of elevation is 30°. Find the height of the tower.  

a)10                  b)8                                c)6                         d)5 

Q20 The angle of elevation of the top of a tower from a point on the ground, 
which is 30 m away from the foot of the tower is 45°. The height of the 
tower (in metres) is  

a)30                      b) 32                            c)  40                       d)42 



Q22 The radius and height of a cylinder are in the ratio 5 ∶ 7 and its volume is 
550 𝑐𝑚3. Find its radius.  

a)15                   b) 32                      c) 5                            d)42 

Q23 The circumference of the edge of a hemispherical bowl is 132 cm. Find the 

capacity of the bowl. [Use 𝜋 = 227  ] 

a)15505               b) 32123                    c) 51765                  d)19404 

Q24 The surface area of a sphere is 616 𝑐𝑚2. Find its radius. 

a)15 /2                   b) 32/4                    c) 75/3                    d)42/6 

Q25 A cylinder and a cone are of same base radius and of same height. Find the 
ratio of the volume of cylinder to that of the cone. 

a)1: 2             b) 1:  4            c) 1:3             d) 3:1 

Q26 The radius (in cm) of the largest right circular cone that can be cut out 
from a cube of edge 4.2 cm is  ? 

a) 2.1              b) 4.2                  c) 3.2                  d)5.6 

Q27 A solid metallic sphere of diameter 8 cm is melted and drawn into in 
cylindrical wire of uniform width. If the length of the wire is 12 m, find its 
width. 

a)8/3                       b) 10/3                 c) 13/3                        d) 16/3 

Q28 Underground water tank is popular in India. It is usually used for large water tank storage 

and can be built cheaply using cement-like materials. Underground water tanks are typically 

chosen by people who want to save space. The water in the underground tank is not affected 

by extreme weather conditions. The underground tanks maintain cool temperatures in both 

winter and summer. Electric pump is used to move water from the underground tank to 

overhead tank. 

Ramesh has build recently his house and installed a underground tank and overhead tank. 

Dimensions of tanks are as follows : 

Underground Tank : Base 2mX2m and Height 1.1 m. 

Overhead tank : Radius 50 cm and Height 175 cm 

On the basis of the above information, answer the following questions: 

(i) What is the capacity of the sump? 

(a) 2200 litres                        (b) 44000 litres 

(c) 4400 litres                         (d) 22000 litres 

(ii) What is the ratio of the capacity of the sump to the capacity of the overhead tank? 

(a) 1.75                                     (b) 1.25 

(c) 2.5                                        (d) 3.2 

(iii) If curved part of overhead tank need to be painted to save it from corrosion, how much 

area need to be painted? 

(a) 5.5 m2                                                  (b) 3.3 m2 

(c) 2.5 m2                                                      (d) 4.5 m2 

(iv) If water is filled in the overhead tank at the rate of 11 litre per minute, the tank will be 

completely filled in how many time? 

(a) 65 minutes                        (b) 62.5 minutes 

(c) 130 minutes                      (d) 125 minutes 

(v) If the amount of water in the sump, at an instant, is 2400 litres , then the water level in 

the sump at that instant is 

(a) 60 cm (b) 69.3 cm 

(c) 70 cm (d) 60.9 cm 

Q29 RK Fabricators has got a order for making a frame for machine of their client. For which, 

they are using a AutoCAD software to create a constructible model that includes the relevant 



information such as dimensions of the frame and materials needed. 

The frame will have a solid base and will be cut out of a piece of steel. The final area of the 

frame should be 54 sq m. The digram of frame is shown below. 

 
PQ = 10 cm , RQ = 5 cm  

In order to input the right values in the AutoCAD software, the engineer needs to calculate 

some basic things. On the basis of the above information, answer any four of the following 

questions: 

(i) What are the dimensions of the outer frame? 

(a) (10 + x) and (5 + x)          (b) (10 – x) and (5 – x) 

(c) (10 + 2x) and (5 + 2x)     (d) (10 - 2x) and (5 - 2x) 

(ii) A metal sheet of minimum area is used to make the frame. What should be the minimum 

area of metal sheet before cutting ? 

(a) 4x2+ 30x + 50         (b) x2+ 27x + 55 

(c) 5x2+ 30                    (d) 4x2+ 50 

(iii) What is the area of required final metal frame? 

(a) 4x2+ 30x + 50              (b) x2+ 27x + 55 

(c) 4x2+ 50x                                             (d) 4x2+ 30  

(iv) If the area of the frame is 54 m2, what is the value of x? 

(a) 0.75                               (b) 3.0  

(c) 1.5                                  (d) 1.8  

(v) What is the perimeter of the frame? 

(a) 36 m                              (b) 42 m 

(c) 45 m                              (d) 39 m  

Q30 The advantages of cone bottom tanks are found in nearly every industry, especially where 

getting every last drop from the tank is important. This type of tank has excellent geometry 

for draining, especially with high solids content slurries as these cone tanks provide a better 

full-drain solution. The conical tank eliminates many of the problems that flat base tanks 

have as the base of the tank is sloped towards the centre giving the greatest possible full 

drain system in vertical tank design. 

Rajesh has been given the task of designing a conical bottom tank for his client. Height of 

conical part is equal to its radius. Length of cylindrical part is the 3 times of its radius. Tank 

is closed from top. The cross section of conical tank is given below. 

 
On the basis of the above information, answer any four of the following questions: 

(i) If radius of cylindrical part is taken as 3 meter, what is the volume of conical tank in m3? 



(a) 120 𝜋        (b) 90 𝜋 

(c) 60 𝜋                (d) 30 𝜋 

(ii) What is the area of metal sheet used to make this conical tank? Assume that tank is 

covered from top. 

(a) 27(7 + 2)𝜋  m2   (b) 9(7 + 2)𝜋 m2 

(c) 27(5 + 2)𝜋   m2  (d) 9(5 + 2) 𝜋 m2 

(iii) What is the ratio of volume of cylindrical part to the volume of conical part? 

(a) 6         (b) 9           (c) 1/6            (d) 1/9 

(iv) The cost of metal sheet is Rs 2000 per square meter and fabrication cost is 1000 per 

square meter. What is the total cost of tank? 

(a) 27000(7 + √2) 𝜋                   (b) 54000(7 + √2) 𝜋  

(c) 27000(5 + √2) 𝜋                  (d) 54000(5 + √2) 𝜋  

 


